For over 25 years, the nation’s top agencies have turned to Mega-Tech to provide total vehicle solutions for the
Public Safety and Construction industries. Our products include Emergency Vehicle Lighting, Speed Enforcement,
Integrated Vehicle Solutions, Fleet Upfitting and In-Car Video Systems to name just a few. Mega-Tech is capable
of providing a total package solution for virtually all of your technical requirements. We offer sales, service and
installation facilities across Canada. Our selection of only the latest technologies and proven manufacturers allows
us to provide the most comprehensive, one stop packages available in the market today. Our factory trained
technicians offer thorough warranty support and repair service on all of the products that we offer.
Please take the time to visit our website for a full overview of the products and services that are provided by
Mega-Tech.

Legacy™ Series - All DUO+™ Super-LED® lightbar

The Legacy was designed from the rugged extrusion up to maximize the performance of the hottest
LED on the market. All warning lightheads are True DUO+, whether one color or two. Each segment
can be operated independently or at the same time, creating the first true DUO lightbar, without loss
of intensity. Ideal when you want to run a Traffic Advisor™ and rear warning at the same time, giving
the performance of two lightbars in one.

Cenator™ Series - Super-LED Lightbar

Whelen’s innovative Cenator Series features an all-new low profile design and a multitude of unique features and options for optimal
versatility. Hard-coated lenses minimize environmental damage from sand, salt, sun, and road chemicals. Sleek newly designed
mounting foot compliments lightbar design. Clear outer domes with optional color tops. Smoked domes are also available.
CP Series models feature BroadBand Blue™ technology. BroadBand Blue delivers a higher intensity, creates a larger optical image,
and produces a more consistent color. Comes with a 5 year warranty.

Inner Edge RST Series

The newly designed, low-profile Inner Edge RST Series better utilizes vehicle contours, providing higher visibility and a custom fit.
Whelen's all-new, Proclera® Silicone Optics increase clarity and have the power to punch through tints. The Inner Edge RST Series
is available with SOLO™, DUO™, or TRIO™ technology. With Broadband Blue features, the RST delivers a higher intensity, creates
a larger optical image, and produces a more consistent color, all while being easier on the eyes - especially at night.
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With the greatest configurability, speed, and expansion yet, CenCom Core™ is a system
created to enhance first responder safety with advanced automation and remote connectivity.

Engineered to maintain situational awareness of the officer, Whelen’s CenCom Carbide™ houses
numerous innovative technologies that deliver highly effective visual and auditory warning.

HHS 3200
Whelen’s innovative HHS Series features standard switching and a completely
redesigned molded amplifier housing, providing excellent durability.
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2022 FORD INTERCEPTOR
EMERGENCY WARNING EQUIPMENT

2022 CHEVY TAHOE
EMERGENCY WARNING EQUIPMENT
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Arges™ features an all-new control head with a paddle and
three push-buttons. Intuitively designed, its small size provides
versatile mounting options. Control multiple lights with a single
controller.
• The paddle rotates and tilts Arges for full control and
maintains a 1:1 relationship with the lighthead
• The home button moves Arges to the home position. When
Arges is not in use, the home position is aerodynamic and
inconspicuous. Double-tap the home button to auto-sync the
controller position.

Proclera® Silicone Optics are engineered to provide less
light distortion and up to a 3x brighter light output, better
directing light wherever it’s needed.

ProFocus™ LED technology delivers versatility with just a
single optic. Switch from spotlight or floodlight with no
moving parts, and customize ProFocus to meet every need,
increasing your visibility in any situation.
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CHEVROLET TAHOE
PVV & SVV VSX CONSOLE

INTERCEPTOR UTILITY
VSX CONSOLE
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Professional Docking Stations, Mounts and Consoles
PMT is the largest North American custom builder of computer mounting systems. While there are many companies that supply
mounting bracketry, none will custom build to the precise detail as PMT. The intention of PMT is to build product as desired by the
customer. The only time we put the brakes on custom building is when we deem an idea may not be safe inside the confines of a
vehicle.

Our docking stations are built to the highest standards in the industry. Built solely from aircraft grade aluminum, we specialize in
making ergonomic, low profile, unobtrusive docks that work in today’s cramped mobile offices. The circuitry in our docks comes from
the OEM manufacturers, so you are assured of the very best compatibility and reliability. At PMT we manufacture docking Stations
for all the major manufacturers of Laptops including: Panasonic, Dell, General Dynamics/Itronix, Getac, ...and more.

Now that you have a docking station for your laptop, you're going to need a mounting solution to accommodate your needs. This is
PMT's specialty! Choose from one of our tried and tested mounts designed for today's most common vehicles, or let us custom build
one for you to better suit your needs. And of course, we have mounts for more than just laptop computers. Everything from LCD
screens, printers, flashlights, and more. We also manufacture mounts for all kinds of vehicles and applications, including: ATV's, RV's,
Marine, desk, home, and on and on.

Built to your ergonomic needs and specific requirements. All of our consoles are made of sturdy, yet lightweight aluminum, and
feature smooth corners for safety. We have standard sizes and shapes, plus countless custom built solutions for your ever changing
requirements. Equip your console with whatever radio face plates, armrests, cupholders, 12vdc cig sockets etc, that you might need
for a clean professional looking install.
Docking Stations, Mounts, Consoles - PMT has your mounting solutions covered!
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The Stalker RLR Police Lidar Is Built To Perform Under The Harshest
Conditions. Waterproof And Dustproof, It’s The Lidar Built For The Real
World. With an average target acquisition time of 1/3 of a second or less,
and a range in excess 9,500 feet (on a tripod), there is not a more effective
speed enforcement tool.
Industry-leading
range and
accuracy

Small and
lightweight

IP67 waterproof
and dustproof

Anti-jamming
capability

Intuitive display
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The Stalker X-Series Police Lidar, At A Mere 2.3 Lbs. Including
Removable/Rechargeable Battery Handle, Are The Smallest And Lightest
Hand-Held, Gun-Type Lidar On The Market Today.

Fastest
acquisition time

Industry-leading
range and
accuracy

Small and
lightweight

IP67 waterproof
and dustproof

Intuitive display

Anti-jamming
capability

Removable,
rechargeable
battery handle.

Special purpose
modes

Small. Light. Powerful. Stalker.

Two Fully Functional Direction Sensing Radars In One Compact Unit!
The Stalker DSR 2X has all the same functionality of the Stalker
DSR, but with the ability to monitor 4 target zones in stationary,
and 2 in moving mode. Conventional moving radar can only
monitor traffic in one target zone. Now, with the introduction of the
Stalker DSR 2X, two moving target zones or all 4 stationary target
zones can be monitored simultaneously. Stalker DSR 2X is
actually two independent radar units operating on a single display.

Direction Sensing Radar
With direction sensing capabilities, the DSR is able to automatically
determine if vehicles in the same lane are closing or going away
from the radar. This allows the DSR to automatically measure same
lane traffic speeds as simply and accurately as it does for
oncoming traffic. No longer does the operator need to tell the radar
if same lane traffic is closing or going away from the patrol vehicle.
The Stalker is the first radar to make same lane operation simple,
accurate and automatic.
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The Accuracy of Lidar Meets The Indisputable Evidence of Photo and Video

II

Handheld Stationary &Moving
Directional Radar

The new Stalker II handheld radar combines the range and performance of a
car-mounted radar in a versatile, hand-held package. The Stalker II is available in either
moving / stationary or stationary-only versions as well as with either a cordless battery
handle or a corded handle.
The Stalker II’s direction sensing and moving mode capabilities allow it to go from
handheld to dash mount and back to handheld without missing a step.

Evolution Cloud Connected Speed Signs
The compact SafePace Evolution 11 sign offers lightweight entry-level speed display for
private communities or local roads. The economical sign offers remarkable power efficiency
and quick, easy installation.
The SafePace Evolution 12 offers the cost benefit and compact footprint of an entry-level
sign with MUTCD approved 12” digits. With bright 3 digit speed
display, it also offers speed activated digit color changes to alert
speeders.

The most trusted. The most advanced. The most widely
deployed in-car system. Get the whole picture. With
multiple camera options, livestreaming, high security
storage and upload, law enforcement officers can trust
the WatchGuard 4RE to be a reliable witness.
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REFLECTIVE GRAPHICS

FLEET GRAPHICS

PAINT PROTECTION FILM

AUTOMOTIVE TINTING
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Head Office

7116 - 67th Street
Edmonton, Alberta T6B-3A6
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PROFESSIONAL VEHICLE EQUIPMENT
INSTALLATION SERVICES AT ALL OUR LOCATIONS

